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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the concept of an adaptive safe padding that
forces Reinforcement Learning (RL) to synthesise optimal control
policies while ensuring safety during the learning process. Poli-
cies are synthesised to satisfy a goal, expressed as a temporal logic
formula, with maximal probability. Enforcing the RL agent to stay
safe during learning might limit the exploration, however we show
that the proposed architecture is able to automatically handle the
trade-off between efficient progress in exploration (towards goal sat-
isfaction) and ensuring safety. Theoretical guarantees are available
on the optimality of the synthesised policies and on the conver-
gence of the learning algorithm. Experimental results are provided
to showcase the performance of the proposed method.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is an algorithm with no supervision
that can be used to train an agent to interact with an unknown
environment. The dynamics of the interaction are often assumed
to be a Markov Decision Process (MDP). The key feature of RL is
its sole dependence on a set of experiences, which are gathered
by interacting with, i.e., exploring, the environment. This makes
RL inherently different than classical dynamic programming meth-
ods [32] and automatic control approaches, in the sense that it can
optimally solve the decision-making problem without any prior
knowledge about the MDP model [36]. This very practical feature
has paved the way for applications of RL in economics, engineering,
and biology inter alia, to solve sequential decision-making problems
when no model is available [1, 21–23, 26, 34, 43].
While the existing RL methods deliver good training outcomes,
by and large they lack guarantees on what happens during train-
ing. Existing results rely either on “soft safety” or on “ergodicity”
assumptions. The essence of soft safety is that unsafe states, which
are to be avoided, may still be visited regardless of the consequent
catastrophic outcome. The ergodicity assumption means that any
state is eventually reachable from any other state if a proper pol-
icy is followed – this second assumption allows a (non-episodic)
RL agent to explore by simply favouring states that have rarely
been visited, even if they are unsafe in practice. These assumptions
might be reasonable for certain applications, such as gaming or
virtual environments, but are not affordable for many safety-critical
Proc. of the 19th International Conference on Autonomous Agents and Multiagent Systems
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physical systems, which may break before exploration completes.
Thus, unsurprisingly, most of the existing exploration methods are
impractical in safety-critical scenarios where the aforementioned
assumptions do not hold.
Safe RL is an active area of research focusing on the training
of agents with guarantees on safety [17]. However, most of these
methods minimize the risk that the trained agent violates a safety
specification, but do not ensure safety of exploration during train-
ing [2, 9, 11, 16, 18–20, 24, 28]. Recent approaches on this prob-
lem [8, 25, 27, 38, 41] are either computationally expensive or
require explicit, strong assumptions about the model of agent-
environment interactions.
In this work we take a step back from currently used exploration
methods and recall that RL is originally inspired by cognitive and
behavioural psychology [37]. When humans learn to control, they
naturally account for what they expect to be safe, i.e., (1) they use
their own a-priori prediction of the environment when choosing
which behaviours to explore, and (2) they continuously update their
knowledge and expectations using local observations. For example,
when novice pilots learn to control a helicopter, they slowly pull the
lever until the helicopter slightly lifts off the ground, then quickly
land it back down. They will repeat this a few times, gradually
increasing the time the helicopter hovers off the ground. At all
times, they aim to prevent the likelihood of a disaster by ensuring
that a safe landing is possible. In other words, they try to restrict
exploration to a locally safe state-action region, which in this work
we shall name safe padding. As their knowledge of the dynamics
of the helicopter in its environment improves, they perform in-
creasingly more sophisticated maneuvers, namely exploring new
sequences of state-action pairs. It is interesting to notice that the
maneuvers that a fully trained pilot will ultimately perform are
initially incompatible with the safety of the learning agent, and as
such might be located outside of the safe padding initially in use
while learning.
Inspired by the cognitive approach to learning outlined above,
we propose to equip the RL agent with a limited knowledge of its
own dynamics, and with its local perception of safety. Uncertain
dynamics characterise how the environment reacts to the actions
of the agent. Much like a trainee pilot, the agent starts by perform-
ing exploratory cautious actions, and gradually, in line with the
growing confidence about the environment obtained from observa-
tions, the range of acceptably safe actions grows, and the uncertain
component of the dynamics becomes known.
Beyond the issue of safe exploration, in the RL literature task
satisfaction is usually achieved by hand-engineering appropriate
rewards [17]. In this context the difficulty is mapping complex,
possibly long-term, sequential tasks to an appropriate reward struc-
ture [6]. If done incorrectly, the outcome of learning might be
unexpectedly sub-optimal. As an extension of ongoing research
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[20, 22], in this work we employ temporal logic, and more specifi-
cally Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) [31] as a formal reward shaping
technique to specify task-related goals [10]. We convert a given LTL
formula into an automaton that expresses the property [4], then
translate the automaton into a state-adaptive reward structure. Us-
ing any off-the-shelf RL with the obtained reward structure results
in policies that maximised the probability of verifying the given
LTL formula. This framework, which we call Logically-Constrained
RL (LCRL [20, 22]), is enhanced here by safe learning, with an ar-
chitecture named cautious RL. Cautious RL is applicable to any
standard reward-based RL.
While safety could be as well one of the tasks expressed in the
LTL formula, meaning that the given LTL property will hold when
deploying the trained agent, safety in the context of this work
will be separately accounted for during training by means of safe
padding. Technically, we propose a safe padding in combination
with the state-adaptive reward function based on the task automa-
ton over the state-action pairs of the MDP. Using this automatic
reward shaping procedure, RL is able to generate a policy that sat-
isfies the given task expressed as an LTL property with maximal
probability, while the safe padding prevents violating safety during
learning. Thus, the method we propose inherits aspects of reward
engineering that are standard in RL, and at the same time infuses
notions from formal methods that allow guiding the exploration
safely, furthermore also certifying the learning outcomes in terms
of the probability of satisfying the given task expressed as an LTL
formula.
The proposed framework is related to, but cannot be reduced to,
work on Constrained MDP (CMDP) [3], due to its generality and to
its inherent structural differences: in this work LTL satisfaction is
encoded into the expected return itself, while in CMDP algorithms
the original objective is separate from the constraint. Focusing
exclusively on the safety fragment of LTL, the concept of shielding
is proposed in [2]: the proposed shield is a reactive machine that
ensures that the agent remains safe during learning. To express the
specification, [2] uses a DFA and then translates the problem into
a safety game. This work has been extended to probabilistic CTL
properties in [24], where a probabilistic model checking technique
is used to construct the shield. Unlike this paper, in both [2, 24], the
agent has to observe the entire MDP (and opponents) to construct
a model of the safety game. [13, 15] address safety-critical settings
in the context of cyber-physical systems, where the agent has to
select a correct model within a heterogeneous set of models in
model-based RL: [15] first generates a set of feasible models given
an initial model and data on runs of the system. With such a set
of feasible models, the agent has to learn how to safely identify
which model is the most accurate; [14] further employs differential
dynamic logic [30], a first-order logic for specifying and proving
properties of hybrid models.
In summary, in this paper we contribute the following:
(1) Cautious RL: a safe exploration scheme for model-free RL.
This is applicable to standard reward-based RL, however, we
tailor it to the next goals:
(2) The use of LTL as task specification for policy synthesis in
RL. Automatic reward shaping and task decomposition when
the task is highly complex. Bringing (1) and (2) together, we
obtain:
(3) Prediction of unsafe state-action pairs (safe padding) while
learning and consequent limitation of exploration and of
policy learning for LTL task satisfaction. The method guar-
antees asymptotic results.
2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Problem Setup
Definition 2.1 (Markov Decision Process, MDP). A finite MDP
M is a six tuple (S,A, s0, P ,AP,L) where S is a finite set called
the state space, A is a finite set of actions, s0 is the initial state.
P(·|s,a) ∈ P(S) is the probability distribution over the next states
given that action a has been taken in state s , where P(S) is the set
of probability distributions on subsets of S. AP is a finite set of
atomic propositions and a labelling function L : S→ 2AP assigns
to each state s ∈ S a set of atomic propositions L(s) ⊆ 2AP. □
A random variable R(s,a) ∼ ρ(·|s,a) ∈ P(R+) can be defined
over the MDP M, representing the immediate reward obtained
when action a is taken in a given state s where P(R+) is the set
of probability distributions on subsets of R+, and ρ is the reward
distribution. One possible realization of the immediate reward is
denoted by r (s,a).
Definition 2.2 (Stationary Deterministic Policy). A policy is a rule
according to which the agent chooses its action at a given state.
More formally, a policy π is a mapping from the state space to a
distribution in P(A), where P(A) is the set of probability distribu-
tions on subsets of A. A policy is stationary if π (·|s) ∈ P(A) does
not change over time and it is called a deterministic policy if π (·|s)
is a degenerate distribution. □
An MDP controlled by a policy π induces a Markov chainMπ
with transition kernel Pπ (·|s) = P(·|s,π (s)), and with reward distri-
bution ρπ (·|s) = ρ(·|s,π (s)) such that Rπ (s) ∼ ρπ (·|s).
Definition 2.3 (Expected Discounted Return [36]). For any policy π
on an MDPM, the expected discounted return in state s is
V πM(s) = Eπ [
∞∑
n=0
γn r (sn ,an )|s0 = s], (1)
where Eπ [·] denotes the expected value by following policy π ,
γ is the discount factor, and s0,a0, s1,a1... is the sequence of state-
action pairs generated by policy π . The expected discounted return
is often referred to as value function. Note that the discount factor γ
is a hyper-parameter that has to be tuned. In particular, there is
standardwork in RL on state-dependent discount factors [29, 40, 42],
which is shown to preserve convergence and optimality guarantees.
Similarly, the action-value function is defined as:
QπM(s,a) = Eπ [
∞∑
n=0
γn r (sn ,an )|s0 = s,a0 = a]. (2)
We drop the subscriptM when it is clear from the context. □
Definition 2.4 (Optimal Policy). An optimal policy π∗ is defined
as follows:
π∗(s) = arg sup
π ∈ϖ
V πM(s),
where ϖ is the set of stationary deterministic policies over S. □
Theorem 2.5 ([7, 32]). In an MDP M with a bounded reward
function and a finite action space optimal policies are stationary and
deterministic.
By Theorem 2.5, as long as the reward function is bounded and
the action space is finite, the optimal policy in Definition 2.4 exists.
This would be the case for this work.
2.2 Linear Temporal Logic
LTL formulae over a given set of atomic propositions AP are syn-
tactically defined as [31]
φ ::= true | α | φ ∧ φ | ¬φ | ⃝ φ | φ U φ, (3)
where α ∈ AP, and the operators ⃝ and U are called next and
until, respectively. Using the until operator we define two further
temporal modalities: (1) eventually, ♢φ = true U φ; and (2) always,
□φ = ¬♢¬φ. An infinite word w over the alphabet 2AP in MDPM
is defined as an infinite sequencew = l0 l1 l2 l3... ∈ (2AP)ω , where
ω denotes infinite repetition and li ∈ 2AP, ∀i ∈ N. The language
{w ∈ (2AP)ω s.t. w |= φ} is defined as the set of words that
satisfy the LTL formula ϕ, where |=⊆ (2AP)ω ×ϕ is the satisfaction
relation.
Definition 2.6 (Probability of Satisfying an LTL Formula). Starting
from any state s and following a stationary deterministic policy π ,
we denote the probability of satisfying formula φ as P(s ..π |= φ),
where s ..π is the collection of all state sequences starting from s ,
generated under policy π . □
For any LTL property φ the setWords(φ) can be expressed by an
LDBA. An LDBA is a special form of a Generalized Büchi Automa-
ton (GBA) [33], defined as follows:
Definition 2.7 (Generalized Büchi Automaton). A GBA A = (Q,
q0,∆, Σ,F) is a structure where Q is its finite set of states, q0 ∈ Q is
the initial state, ∆ : Q × Σ→ 2Q is a transition relation, Σ = 2AP
is a finite alphabet, and F = {F1, ...,Ff } is the set of accepting
conditions, where Fj ⊆ Q, 1 ≤ j ≤ f . □
Let Σω be the set of all infinite words over Σ. An infinite word
w ∈ Σω is accepted by a GBA A if there exists an infinite run
θ ∈ Qω starting from q0 where θ [i + 1] ∈ ∆(θ [i],w[i]), i ≥ 0 and
for each Fj ∈ F
inf (θ ) ∩ Fj , ∅, (4)
where inf (θ ) is the set of states that are visited infinitely often by
the run θ .
Definition 2.8 (LDBA). AGBAA = (Q,q0,∆, Σ,F) is limit-determ-
inistic if Q can be partitioned into two disjoint sets Q = QN ∪ QD
such that [33]:
• ∆(q,α) ⊂ QD and |∆(q,α)| = 1 for every state q ∈ QD and
for every α ∈ Σ;
• for every Fj ∈ F, Fj ⊆ QD ; and
• q0 ∈ QN , and all the transitions from QN to QD are non-
deterministic ε-transitions1. □
1An ε -transition allows an automaton to change its state without reading any label.
Remark 2.1. An LDBA is a GBA that has two partitions: one initial
(QN ) and one accepting (QD ). The accepting part includes all the
accepting states and has deterministic transitions. The LTL-to-LDBA
construction used in this paper [33] results in an automaton with
deterministic initial and accepting parts. According to Definition 2.8,
the discussed structure is still an LDBA, though the determinism in
the initial part is stronger than that required in the LDBA definition.
We explain later why this matters for the proposed algorithm.
Remark 2.2. At any state q of an LDBA A, the output of the
transition relation ∆ is non-empty, namely all the states of A are
non-blocking. Further, any subset of Σ can be read at any state. □
3 CAUTIOUS REINFORCEMENT LEARNING
WITH LOGICAL CONSTRAINTS
3.1 Logically-guided Reinforcement Learning
In order to relate the structure of an MDP to that of an LDBA, for
now we assume that the MDP graph and its transition probabilities
are fully known. This allows us to formally define a synchronised
structure that will be key for policy synthesis. This assumption
is dropped entirely later, and we stress that policy synthesis can
indeed be implemented on-the-fly over unknown MDPs via model-
free RL.
Definition 3.1 (Product MDP). Given an MDP M = (S,A, s0, P ,
AP,L) and an LDBAA = (Q,q0,∆, Σ,F)with Σ = 2AP, the product
MDP is defined as M ⊗ A = P = (S⊗,A⊗, s⊗0 , P ⊗,AP⊗,L⊗,F⊗),
where S⊗ = S × Q, s⊗0 = (s0,q0), AP⊗ = Q, L⊗ : S⊗ → 2Q
such that L⊗(s,q) = q and F⊗ ⊆ S⊗ is the set of accepting states
F⊗ = {F⊗1 , ...,F⊗f }, where F⊗j = S × Fj . The transition kernel
P ⊗(·|s⊗i ,a) ∈ P(S⊗) is such that given the current state (si ,qi ) and
action a, the new state (sj ,qj ) is obtained such that sj ∼ P(·|si ,a)
and qj ∈ ∆(qi ,L(sj )). In order to handle ε-transitions in A we
furthermore need to add the following transitions:
• for every potential ε-transition to some state q ∈ Q we add
a corresponding action εq in the product:
A⊗ = A ∪ {εq ,q ∈ Q}.
• The transition probabilities corresponding to ε-transitions
are given by
P ⊗((sj ,qj )|(si ,qi ), εq ) =
{
1 si = sj ,qi
εq−−→ qj = q,
0 otherwise.
□
An example of a product MDP, as per Definition 3.1, is given in
Fig. 1 for an instance of an MDP and for an LDBA generated from
the LTL formula
φ = a ∧ ⃝(♢□a ∨ ♢□b).
Next, we propose a state-adaptive reward function based on the
accepting condition of the automaton, so that maximisation of the
expected cumulative reward (to be attained via RL) implies the
maximisation of the satisfaction probability for the LTL formula
(Definition 2.6).
q0start q1
q2
q3
a
ε
true
ε
a
b
(a)
s0start
{a}
s1
{b}
0.9
0.1 a2 : 1
a1
(b)
(s0,q1)start (s1,q1) (s1,q2)
(s1,q3)
0.9
0.1 a2 : 1
εq2
εq3
a1
a2 : 1
(c)
Figure 1: Example of product MDP: (a) the LDBA for φ =
a ∧ ⃝(♢□a ∨ ♢□b), (b) an instance MDP, and (c) the product
according to Def. 3.1.
3.2 State-adaptive Reward
Before introducing the state-adaptive reward shaping scheme we
need to provide a few definitions.
Definition 3.2 (Non-accepting Sink Component). A non-accepting
sink component of an automaton, in this case an LDBA, A = (Q,
q0,∆, Σ,F) is a directed graph induced by a set of states Qsink ⊂ Q
such that (1) the graph is strongly connected; (2) it does not include
all accepting sets Fk , k = 1, ..., f ; and (3) there exists no other
strongly connected set Q′sink ⊂ Q, Q′sink , Qsink such that Qsink ⊂
Q′sink . We denote the union of all non-accepting sink components
as Qsinks . □
Remark 3.1. Note that after taking a transition in the automaton
that takes us to Qsinks , it is not possible to satisfy the associated
LTL property anymore, namely the probability of LTL satisfaction
becomes zero under any policy. Identifying Qsinks allows the agent
to predict immediate labels that lead to a violation of the property.
Thus, transitions q
α ∈Σ−−−→ q′ to Qsinks in the automaton are denoted
by ∆sinks . □
Definition 3.3 (Accepting Frontier Function). Given an LDBA A
= (Q,q0,∆, Σ,F), we define the accepting frontier function AF :
Q × 2Q → 2Q, which executes the following operation over any
given set F ∈ 2Q:
AF (q,F) =

F\Fj : (q ∈ Fj ) ∧ (F , Fj )
f⋃
k=1
Fk \Fj : (q ∈ Fj ) ∧ (F = Fj ).
(5)
□
Now assume that the agent is at state s⊗ = (s,q), takes action a
and observes the subsequent state s⊗′ = (s ′,q′). Note that since
both the initial and accepting parts of the LDBA are deterministic,
q′ can be obtained on-the-fly2. The immediate reward is a scalar
value, determined according to the following rule:
R(s⊗,a) =
{
rp if q′ ∈ A, s⊗′ = (s ′,q′),
rn otherwise.
(6)
Here, rp > 0 is a positive reward and rn = 0 is a neutral reward. The
setA ∈ 2Q is called the accepting frontier set, and it is initialized as
the family set of all accepting sets, i.e.,
A = {Fk }fk=1. (7)
The accepting frontier set is updated on-the-fly every time a set
Fj is visited asA ← AF (q′,A) where AF (q′,A) is the accepting
frontier function defined before.
In short, after initialisation ofA = {Fk }fk=1 the accepting fron-
tier function AF always excludes fromA those accepting sets that
have been visited or are being visited, unless it is the only remain-
ing accepting set. In this case the accepting frontierA is reset, as
per the second condition of (5). Thus, intuitively the setA always
contains those accepting states that ought to be visited at any given
time: in this sense the reward function is adapted to the accepting
condition from the LDBA. The agent is guided by the above reward
assignment to visit the accepting sets infinitely often, and conse-
quently, to satisfy the given LTL propertyφ, as per (4). As in [20, 22],
we will argue that we can learn an optimal policy generating traces
that satisfy the given property φ with maximum probability.
Remark 3.2. As in Definition 2.8 and Remark 2.1, the automaton
transitions can be executed by reading the labels only, which makes
the agent aware of the automaton state without explicitly constructing
the product MDP. The transitions in the automaton can be executed
on-the-fly as the agent reads the labels of the MDP states, without
knowledge of the model structure or the transition probabilities (or
their product). As such, our algorithm is implementable in a fully
model free manner. □
3.3 Safe Padding for Exploration
Ensuring safe exploration is critical when RL is employed to gen-
erate control policies in situations when learning from failure is
unacceptable or extremely expensive, as in safety-critical auton-
omy for instance. We call this problem safe policy synthesis. We
propose a safe padding for the agent by leveraging the agent lim-
ited knowledge about its own dynamics and its local perception
of safety. Hence, the agent avoids violating the safety requirement
(up to some probability level), while learning the optimal policy for
task satisfaction.
Problem 1 (Safe Policy Synthesis). Given an unknown black-
box MDP M and an LTL property φ a learning agent attains the
following: (1) synthesises an optimal policy π∗ via RL such that the
induced Markov chainMπ
∗
satisfies the LTL property with maximum
possible probability; and (2) does not violate a safety requirement
during learning. We assume that the transition probability function
P in the MDP is only partly known. Technically, we assume that (i)
the agent acquires prior knowledge about its own transition kernel
(dynamics) Pa : S×A× S→ [0, 1], that might not be accurate in the
2There is no need to explicitly build the product MDP and to store all its states in
memory. The automaton transitions can be executed on-the-fly, as the agent reads the
labels of the MDP states.
environmentM in which the agent operates. We also assume that (ii)
the agent has a limited observability only of the labelling function
L in Definition 2.1: without knowing the full structure of the MDP,
the agent is able to observe the labels of the surrounding states up to
some distance from the current position. □
Let us assume a starting belief about the agent transition kernel
Pa , to be encoded as Dirichlet distributions [12, 35] via two func-
tions Ψ : S ×A→ N andψ : S ×A × S→ N. Functionψ (s,a, s ′)
represents the number of times the agent executes action a in state s ,
thereafter moving to state s ′, and Ψ(s,a) = ∑s ′∈Sψ (s,a, s ′). The
function Ψ(s,a) is initialised to be one for every state-action pair,
reflecting the fact that at any given state it is possible to take any
action, and also avoiding division by zero; the functionψ (s,a, s ′)
is initialised to zero. Once the transition (s,a, s ′) is taken for the
first time, Ψ(s,a) ← 2, soψ (s,a, s ′) has to be incremented to 2 to
reflect the correct belief Pa (s,a, s ′) = 1 (Algorithm 1, lines 17–23).
The safe padding is a subset of the state-action space of the MDP
that the agent considers safe to explore. As the agent explores and
learns, the safe padding slowly expands, as much as in the flight
control example the pilots slowly expands their comfort zone to
learn how to control the helicopter. The expansion rate of the safe
padding depends on how many times a particular state-action pair
has been visited and on the corresponding update of the transi-
tion kernel Pa . The expansion mechanism and kernel update are
explained shortly.
Let us recall that we have assumed that the agent has a limited
observation range over the labels of the surrounding states (as per
Problem 1). Assume that the observation radius is ro ≥ 1, meaning
that the agent can only see the labels of states that have distance at
most ro over the MDP graph, i.e.
O(s) = {s ′ ∈ S ∧ d(s, s ′) ≤ ro },
where O(s) ⊂ S is the set of states whose labels are visible at s ,
i.e., the agent current state, and d(s, s ′) is the length of the shortest
directed path from s to s ′. Note that the agent can only see state
labels, and has to rely on its current knowledge of the dynamics,
namely Pa . Let the current state of the agent in the product MDP
be s⊗ = (s,q). Define
Osafe(s) = {x ∈ O(s), q
L(x )−−−→ q′ < ∆sinks}, (8)
as the set of safe states. Given the observation radius and the cur-
rent belief of the agent about its own transition dynamics Pa , the
agent performs a local, finite-horizon Bellman update over the ob-
servation areaO(s). For each state x ∈ Osafe(s) and a horizon H the
Bellman update is performed H times as follows [5]:
uk (x) = min
a∈A
∑
x ′
Pa (x ,a,x ′)uk+1(x ′), k = H − 1, ..., 0
uH (x) = 1Osafe (x),
(9)
where x ′ is the subsequent state after taking action a in x ,uk : S→
[0, 1] is a local value function at time step k , and H is initialized
as H = ro . The value uH (x) is initialised as 1 if x ∈ Osafe(s), and
as 0 otherwise. With this initialisation, u0 represents the agent
estimation of the minimum probability of staying in Osafe within
H steps, i.e. u0 = Pmin(□≤H Osaf e ). Notice that this estimation is
indeed pessimistic and conservative. Hence, with a fixed horizon H
the agent is able to calculate the maximum probability of violating
the LTL property by picking action a at state s⊗ in H steps:
UH (s⊗,a) = 1 −
∑
s ′
Pa (s,a, s ′)u0(s ′), (10)
where s⊗ = (s,q). As assumed in Problem 1, the agent dynamics Pa
is then updated considering the Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) for the mean Pa (s,a, s ′) [12, 35] as:
Pa (s,a, s ′) ← ψ (s,a, s
′)
Ψ(s,a) . (11)
Here, ψ (s,a, s ′) represents the number of times the agent exe-
cutes action a in state s , thereafter moving to state s ′, whereas
Ψ(s,a) = ∑s ′∈Sψ (s,a, s ′). Note that ψ and Ψ (and consequently
Pa ) are functions of theMDP state and action spaces, not of the prod-
uct MDP, since they capture the agent dynamics over the original
MDP, which remains the same regardless of the current automaton
state q. Hence, the RHS of (10) only depends on state s and action a,
and not the automaton state q.
Remark 3.3. Note that for each state s , the Bellman updates in
(9) are performed only over Osafe(s). Recall that the set Osafe(s) is
the safe subset within the bounded observation area and thus, the
computational burden of (9) is limited. □
3.4 Safe Policy Synthesis with Logical
Constraints
At this point we bring together the use of the safe padding with the
constrained learning architecture generating policies that satisfy
the given LTL formula. In order to pick the most optimal yet safe
action at each state, we propose a double learner architecture, as
explained in the following.
The first part is an optimistic learner that employs Q-learning
(QL) [39] to maximize the expected cumulative return as in (2).
For each state s⊗ ∈ S⊗ and for any action a ∈ A⊗ , QL assigns a
quantitative value Q : S⊗ ×A⊗ → R+, which is initialized with an
arbitrary and finite value over all state-action pairs. The Q-function
is updated by the following rule when the agent takes action a at
state s⊗ :
Q(s⊗,a) ← Q(s⊗,a) + µ[R(s⊗,a) + γ max
a′∈A⊗
(Q(s⊗′,a′)) −Q(s⊗,a)],
(12)
where Q(s⊗,a) is the Q-value corresponding to state-action (s⊗,a),
0 < µ ≤ 1 is called learning rate or step size, R(s⊗,a) is the reward
obtained for performing action a in state s⊗ , 0 ≤ γ ≤ 1 is the
discount factor, and s⊗′ is the state obtained after performing ac-
tion a. The Q-function for the rest of the state-action pairs remains
unchanged.
Under mild assumptions over the learning rate, for finite-state
and -action spaces QL converges to a unique limit, call it Q∗ [39].
Once QL converges, the optimal policy π∗ : S⊗ → A⊗ for P can
be generated by selecting the action that yields the highest Q∗, i.e.,
π∗(s⊗) = arg max
a∈A⊗
Q∗(s⊗,a).
It has been shown [20, 22] that the optimal policy π∗ generates
traces that satisfy the given property φ with maximum probability.
Of course, adhering to the optimistic learner policy by no means
guarantees to keep the agent safe during the exploration. This is
Algorithm 1: Cautious RL
input :LTL specification, it_threshold, γ , µ , ro , pcritical , Pa
output :π ∗
1 convert the desired LTL property to an equivalent LDBA A
2 initializeA = {Fk }fk=1
3 initialize κ = 1, ∀s ∈ S
4 initialize horizon H = ro, ∀s ∈ S
5 initialize Q : S⊗ ×A⊗ → R+
6 initialize episode-number := 0
7 initialize iteration-number := 0
8 while Q is not converged do
9 episode-number← episode-number + 1
10 s⊗ = (s0, q0)
11 while
(q < Qsink : s⊗ = (s, q)) ∧ (iteration-number < it_threshold)
do
12 iteration-number← iteration-number + 1
13 # pessimistic learner
14 calculate UH (s⊗, a) using Pa as in (10)
15 generate AHp (s⊗) as in (13)
16 choose a∗ = argmaxa∈AHp [1:κ ] Q (s
⊗, a) − rpUH (s⊗, a)
17 Ψ(s⊗, a∗) ← Ψ(s⊗, a∗) + 1
18 execute action a∗ and observe the next state s⊗∗
19 if Ψ(s⊗, a∗) = 2 then
20 ψ (s⊗, a∗, s⊗∗ ) = 2
21 else
22 ψ (s⊗, a∗, s⊗∗ ) ← ψ (s⊗, a∗, s⊗∗ ) + 1
23 end
24 update Pa (s, a∗, s∗) as in (11)
25 update H (s)
26 update κ(s)
27 # optimistic learner
28 receive the reward R(s⊗, a∗)
29 A← Acc(s∗,A)
30 Q (s⊗, a∗) ←
Q (s⊗, a∗)+ µ[R(s⊗, a∗) −Q (s⊗, a∗)+γ maxa′ (Q (s⊗∗ , a′))]
31 s⊗ = s⊗∗
32 end
33 end
where the second part of the architecture, i.e., the pessimistic learner,
is needed: we exploit the concept of cautious learning and create a
safe padding for the agent to explore safely. The pessimistic learner
locally calculatesUH (s⊗,a),∀a ∈ A⊗ for a selected horizonH at the
current state s⊗ , and then outputs a set of permissive (safe) actions
for the optimistic learner. Define a hyper-parameter pcritical called
critical probability to select actions a ∈ A⊗ . This is the probability
that is considered to be critically risky (unsafe) and is defined prior
to learning: any action a at state s⊗ that hasUH (s⊗,a) ≥ pcritical is
considered as a critical action and has to be avoided. Accordingly,
we introduce
AHp (s⊗) = {a ∈ A⊗ : UH (s⊗,a) < pcritical}. (13)
This set is sorted over actions such that the first element has the
lowestUH (s⊗,a) – with slight abuse of notations we write AHp [k]
for the k-th element.
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e)
Figure 2: (a) slippery gridworld and agent, represented by an
arrow surrounded by an observation area. Labelling is yel-
low: target, red: unsafe, blue: safe, and green is the initial state
s0; (b) final value function V (s), (c)–(d) state visitation num-
ber v(s) = ∑a Ψ(s,a) vs. time where the safe padding gradu-
ally grows and repels the agent from entering unsafe region;
(e) number of times the agent reaches unsafe area (red) until
RL converges with safe padding on vs. off.
At the beginning the pessimistic learner is conservative and
only allows those actions in AHp that have index of less than κ, i.e.,
AHp [1 : κ], where κ is a monotonically increasing function of the
number of state visitations v(s) = ∑a Ψ(s,a), such that
κ(v)|v=1 = 1 and limv→∞κ(v) = |A
H
p |.
The horizon H follows the opposite rule, namely it is a monotoni-
cally decreasing function of v(s) such that initially
H (v)|v=1 = ro and limv→∞H (v) = 1.
In other words, when the uncertainty around a state is high, the
agent looks ahead as much as possible, i.e. H = ro . Once the con-
fidence level around that particular state increases then the agent
considers riskier decisions by just looking one step ahead, i.e.H = 1.
This essentially means that the safe padding grows as the uncer-
tainty diminishes (or learning grows). Note that in practice, κ(v)
and H (v) can be step-wise functions of v , and thus the agent is not
necessarily required to visit a state an infinite number of times to
get to H = 1 and κ = |AHp |.
Nevertheless, the infinite number of state (and action) visits
is one of the theoretical assumptions of QL asymptotic conver-
gence [39], which aligns with the proposed rate of change of κ
andH . Owing to time-varying κ andH , when the agent synthesizes
its policy, a subset of A⊗ is only available, e.g., in the greedy case:
a∗ = argmax
a∈AHp [1:κ]
Q(s⊗,a) − rpUH (s⊗,a),
where the role of rp is to balance Q and UH . Note that since QL
is an off-policy RL method, the choice of a∗ during learning does
not affect the convergence of the Q-function [39]. As the agent
explores, the estimations of Pa , and thus of UH , become more and
more accurate, and the choice of actions become closer to optimal.
Starting from its initial state s0, the agent eventually expands the
safe padding, i.e., the set of state-actions that it considers to be safe.
The expansion occurs by diminishing the effect of the pessimistic
learner, i.e., by decreasing the horizon H of UH (s⊗,a) and also by
increasing κ in AHp (s⊗) until the effect of the pessimistic learner
on decision making is minimal. Essentially, in the limit the role
of the pessimistic agent is just to block the choice of actions that
are critically unsafe according to pcritical (actions that an optimal
learned policy without the safe padding never takes, otherwise not
optimal). However, the user-defined critical threshold pcritical might
affect the final policy of the agent in situations when acting safely
may be at odds with acting optimally (Fig. 4).
4 EXPERIMENTS
We consider numerical experiments that concern LTL-constrained
safe control policy synthesis problems for a robot in a slippery
grid-world and the classical Pacman game. In both experiments
the agent has to experience risky situations in order to achieve the
goal. This allows us evaluate the performance of the proposed safe
padding architecture in protecting the agent from entering unsafe
states.
For the robot example, let the grid be a 20 × 20 square over
which the robot moves. In this setup, the robot location is the MDP
state s ∈ S. At each state s ∈ S the robot has a set of actions
A = {left, right, up, down, stay} using which the robot is able to
move to other states (e.g. s ′) with the probability of P(s,a, s ′),a ∈ A.
At each state s ∈ S, the actions available to the robot are either to
move to a neighbour state s ′ ∈ S or to stay at the state s . In this
example, we assume for each action the robot chooses, there is a
probability of 85% that the action takes the robot to the correct
state and 15% that the action takes the robot to a random state in
its neighbourhood, including its current state.
To get to the target state the agent has to cross a bridge (Fig. 2a)
surrounded by unsafe states. The grid is slippery, namely from
the agent’s perspective, when it takes an action it usually moves
to the intended cell, but there is an unknown probability that the
agent is moved to a random neighbour cell. However, the agent
prior belief Pa is that it can always move to the correct state and
this is the dynamics known to the agent. The initial state of the
agent is bottom left, γ = 0.9, µ = 0.85, pcritical = 0.82, and the
observation radius is ro = 2. Note that for the sake of exposition,
we intentionally picked pcritical = 0.82 close to the grid-world
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Figure 3: (a) Pacman environment with |S| > 80000. Observa-
tion area is large square around initial condition. Square on
the left is labelled as food 1 (f1) and that the one on the right
as food 2 (f2), the state of being caught by a ghost is labelled
as д, and the rest of the state space is neutral (n); (b) LDBA
for the specification (15); (c) number of steps to complete the
game with safe padding on (cautious RL), (d) and with safe
padding off.
slipperiness probability of 0.85 and ro close to the bridge gap, while
in practicewhen the environment is unknown,pcritical and ro should
be set conservatively.
Table 1: Proportion of number of times that the agent ended
in unsafe (fail) states, and proportion of number of times
in which the agent finds a path satisfying the LTL specifica-
tion during learning. Statistics are taken over 500 learning
episodes in the slippery grid-world and over 20000 episodes
in the Pacman experiment.
Case Study Safe Padding Fail Rate Success Rate
Slippery Grid-world Off 36.48% 63.52%On 0% 100%
Pacman Off 52.69% 47.31%On 10.77% 89.23%
Similar to the pilot-helicopter example, the final goal of reaching
the target is initially conflicting with the agent being safe since
crossing the bridge has a high risk of slipping into an unsafe state.
Thus, the agent has to slowly try different states while remaining
safe, until it realises that there is no other way than crossing the
high-risk bridge to achieve its goal. The LTL property associated
with this task is as follows:
♢target ∧□¬unsafe. (14)
Notice that in this example the safety requirements we uphold
while learning are embedded directly within the LTL formula for
the task. In general the two requirements can be distinct.
To ensure the agent’s safety, we create a safe padding based
on the agent knowledge of its own dynamics. This safe padding
gradually grows, allowing the agent to safely explore the MDP
(Fig. 2c–d) while repelling the agent to get too close to unsafe areas.
Thanks to this guarding effect of the safe padding, once the goal is
reached, the agent can safely back-propagate the reward and shape
the value function (Fig. 2b) according to which the safe policy is
later generated. Furthermore, note that with Cautious RL the agent
is focused on those parts of the state space that are most relevant
to the satisfaction of the given LTL property.
There was no single incident of going to unsafe in this experi-
ment even with such a limited observation radius (Table 1). With
the safe padding on, training took 170 episodes for RL to converge
and with safe padding off, it took 500 episodes.
The second experiment is the classic game Pacman, which is
initialised in a tricky configuration likely to lead the agent to be
caught by the roaming ghosts (Fig. 3a). In order to win the agent
has to collect all tokens without being caught by ghosts:
♢[(f1 ∧ ♢f2) ∨ (f2 ∧ ♢f1)] ∧□¬д, (15)
where the token on the left is labelled as f1, the one on the right
as f2, and the state of being caught by a ghost is labelled as д.
The constructed LDBA is shown in Fig. 3b. The ghost dynamics
is stochastic: with a probability pд = 0.9 each ghost is chasing
Pacman (chase mode), else it executes a randommove (scatter mode).
Note that each combination of (Pacman, ghost1, ghost2, ghost3,
ghost4) represents a state in the experiment, resulting in a state-
space cardinality over 80000. As in the previous case study, here
the safety requirements we uphold while learning are embedded
directly within the LTL formula for the task.
Fig. 3c gives the results of learning with safe padding on and
Fig. 3d off. Note that with the safe padding on, the agent was able
(a)
(b) (c)
Figure 4: Safety and performance trade-off: (a) slippery grid
world with two options to satisfy formula (14), where la-
belling is yellow: target, red: unsafe, blue: safe, and green is the
initial state s0; (b) value function V (s) without safe padding;
and (c) value function with safe padding (cautious RL).
to successfully escape the ghosts even from the beginning, with
the cost of longer path to win whereas, without the safe padding
it took 80000 episodes to score the very first win. In the Pacman
experiment, the safe padding significantly reduced the number of
times the agent got caught by the ghosts (Table 1).
5 CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed Cautious Reinforcement Learning,
a general method for safe exploration in RL usable on black-box
MDPs, which ensures agent safety both during the learning process
and for the final, trained agent. The proposed safe learning approach
is in principle applicable to any standard reward-based RL. We have
employed Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) to express an overall task (or
goal), and to shape the reward for the agent in a provably-correct
and safe scheme. We have proposed a double-agent RL architecture:
one agent is pessimistic and limits the selection of the actions
of the other agent, i.e., the optimistic one, which learns a policy
that satisfies the LTL requirement. The pessimistic agent creates
a continuously growing “safe padding” for the optimistic agent,
which can learn the optimal task-satisfying policy, while staying
safe during learning. The algorithm automatically manages the
trade-off between the need for safety during the training and the
need to explore the environment to achieve the LTL objective.
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